Installing The WV-S Dragon Wall Vent.
1: Locate where the WV-S wall vent is to be installed, there will need to be a penetration made in
the brick work to the dimensions of 200mm x width and 185mm x Hight.
2: Place the WV-S wall vent in the area made as per instructions. Place a level on top of the vent,
when the vent is level mark all four holes.
3: With a 5.5mm masonry drill bit start to drill the four holes marked, insert wall plugs supplied in kit.
4: Attach flexy duct to the vent with cable ties supplied, feed flexy duct through the wall to connect
to the appliance.
5: Insert the vent back on the wall, start fasten vent with screws supplied making sure the vent is
secured level.
6: Insert the stainless steel mesh on the wall vent ,line up with the designated holes.
7: Secure the stainless mesh with screws supplied.
8: We recommend a bead of clear water proof silicone applied on the top of the vent between the
vent and the wall, this can be clean over with a damp cloth.

Installation Tips:


Make sure the penetration is the correct size at least 200mm wide and 185 mm high.



Make sure duct is pulled taught without tearing so there is no excess flexi duct.



Do not exceed measurements this may effect the fixing of the vent to the wall.



Tools required for installation.

For more info on installing the WV-D wall vent please visit our website at

www.homeventingsolutions.com.au
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Installing The WV-D Dragon Wall Vent.
1: Locate where the WV-D wall vent is to be installed, there will need to be a penetration made in the

brick work to the dimensions of 320mm x width and 165mm x Hight.

2: Place the WV-D wall vent in the area made as per instructions. Place a level on top of the vent,
when the vent is level mark all four holes.
3: With a 5.5mm masonry drill bit start to drill the four holes marked, insert wall plugs supplied in kit.
4: Attach flexy duct to the vent, feed flexy duct through the wall to connect to the appliance.
5: Insert the vent back on the wall, start fasten vent with screws supplied making sure the vent is
secured level.
6: Insert the stainless steel mesh on the wall vent ,line up with the designated holes.
7: Secure the stainless mesh with screws supplied.
8: We recommend a bead of clear water proof silicone applied on the top of the vent between the
vent and the wall, this can be clean over with a damp cloth.

Installation Tips:


Make sure the penetration is the correct size at least 320mm wide and 165 mm high.



Make sure duct is pulled taught without tearing so there is no excess flexi duct.



Tools required for installation.

For more info on installing the WV-D wall vent please visit our website at

www.homeventingsolutions.com.au
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